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Let `(U) be the class of all Caratheodory functions (analytic inside open unit
disc with nonnegative real part) whose values are bounded linear operators
mapping separabel Hilbert space U into U . In the development of the Dar-
lington method for passive linear time-invariant input/state/output systems
(by Arov, Dewilde, Douglas and Helton) the following question arose: do
there exist simple necessary and sufficient conditions under wich a function
c ∈ `(U) has a (J1, J2)-bi-inner dilation θ mapping Y1 into Y2; here Y1 and
Y2 are two separabel Hilbert spaces such that U ⊂ Y1, U ⊂ Y2, and the
requirement that θ is (J1, J2)-bi-inner means that θ is analytic and (J1, J2)-
bi-contractive in open unit disc and has (J1, J2)-unitary nontangential limits
a.e. on unit circle. We prove that there are two necessary and sufficient
conditions of existing of such a dilation: 1) factorization equations

ϕ(ζ)∗ϕ(ζ) = 2<c(ζ), ψ(ζ)ψ(ζ)∗ = 2<c(ζ), a.e. |ζ| = 1,

have nonzero solutions ϕ and ψ in classes of analytic inside open unit disc
operator-valued fuctions; 2) scattering suboperator sc(ζ) of function c has a
denominator {b1, b2}. We discribe the set of all dilations of function c ∈ `(U).
Also we prove that c ∈ `(U) has a (J1, J2)-bi-inner minimal and optimal
(minimal and *-optimal) dilation θ if and only if the minimal and optimal
(minimal and *-optimal) passive impedance realization of c is strongly bi-
stable.

Mentioned above results can be found in [1], [2].
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